Workshop on
“Rainwater Harvesting”

Water depletion on earth is an issue which is being dealt with since decades as water is the
driving force of mankind. The value of water is increasing with running time and
environmental issues growing deeper, it is necessary to realise the importance of water in our
daily lives. The Water Conservation Day, is a day of circulating awareness on the importance
of water, making our country aware of the dark future consequences that we will
unfortunately have to encounter with if we do not value water at present date, the numerous
harming activities taking place in the environment for selfish means has decreased the
opportunity of having a water safe country.
In order to make our country a water safe one, the India Peace Centre took the initiative of
spreading the awareness on water conservation and its importance in partnership with the
Tirpude College of Social Work, Nagpur. The workshop was carried out on 22nd March, 2018,
at the Seminar hall of Tirpude College of Social work. The students of the college took active
initiative in organising the workshop with their utmost enthusiasm and interest. Their
innovative idea of inaugurating the workshop not by lighting the lamp but inviting the guests
to pour water in the earthen pots was greatly appreciated.
The workshop was graced by the presence of Speaker- Mr. Pradyumna Sahasrabhojnee
(Ecologist), Dr. K. S. Patil (Principal at Tirpude College of Social Work, Mr. Kasta Dip (Director
at IPC), Dr. Yugal Rayalu (Professor at Dharmapeth College), Mr. Vijay Kumar (Professor at
Hislop College, Nagpur), and Mrs. Sulabha Chakravarty (Environmentalist) introduced the
eminent guests.

The workshop mainly focused on exploration of ideas and solutions on how we can resolve
the issue of water scarcity and many other including the changes in cycle of nature effecting
the water availability. The speakers shared their knowledge, opinions, and also made the
audience aware of the projects undertaken by the government in order to resolve the issues.
The audience’s response and interactions were an evidence of their vision of fixing the water
problems for the society. The key solution was, our answers and resolutions lie within us and
we can overcome the difficulties of the mankind by just believing in ourselves and
determination n to make a difference.

